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Double beta decay 

• Neutrinoless double beta decay  
–  The nature of neutrinos, Dirac or Majorana 
–  Whether lepton number is conserved 

• Extremely rare events T > 1024 year. 
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matrix element, and mββ is the effective Majorana mass defined as

mββ ≡

�����

3�

i=1

U2
ei mi

����� . (2.2)

The particle physics information is contained in mββ. The phase space factor,
G0ν(Q, Z), is calculable. Calculation of the nuclear matrix element, M0ν , is a
challenging problem in nuclear theory (discussed further in Sect. 2.1). Experi-
ments attempt to measure T 0νββ

1/2 , and in the absence of a signal, they set a lower
limit. Combining the measurement and the calculations, the value of mββ is de-
duced or an upper limit is set.

If neutrinos are Majorana particles, measuring or constraining the effective
Majorana mass provides information on the neutrino mass scale and hierarchy.
This is possible because there is a relationship between the effective Majorana
mass and the mass of the lightest neutrino. The relationship depends on whether
the hierarchy is normal or inverted because which neutrino mass eigenstate is the
lightest depends on which hierarchy is realized in nature, as indicated in Fig. 1.3.
For the normal hierarchy, m1 is the lightest and therefore
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A similar expression is easily derived for the inverted hierarchy in which m3 is the
lightest mass eigenvalue. Plugging in the measured values of the neutrino mixing
angles and mass-squared differences from Table 1.1, a value for mββ is obtained
for each value of the lightest neutrino mass, m1 for the normal hierarchy or m3

for the inverted hierarchy, and for a given set of values for the phases. Figure 2.4
shows the range of allowed values for mββ for each value of the lightest neutrino
mass, obtained by allowing the unknown phases to vary over their possible values
from 0 to 2π. There are distinct bands of allowed mββ depending on the hierar-
chy, though the bands overlap in the quasi-degenerate mass regime. Neutrinoless
double beta decay experiments set upper limits on mββ and therefore exclude a
region from the top of Fig. 2.4. In this way, 0νββ decay experiments can rule
out the quasi-degenerate mass regime under the assumption that neutrinos are
Majorana particles. Future 0νββ decay experiments may have the sensitivity to
rule out the inverted hierarchy.

Direct counting experiments search for double beta decay by measuring the
sum of the electron energies and, in some experiments, the energy of the nuclear

Sum of electrons energy 



Neutrino mass and mixing 

•  Neutrino mixing is well established by oscillation experiments 
•  But mass hierarchy and absolute mass scale is yet unknown. 
•  Neutrinoless double beta decay can help answering those questions. 
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Figure 1.3: Two orderings of the neutrino masses are consistent with current
data, depending on the sign of ∆m2

13. In the normal hierarchy (left side), the
small mass splitting observed in solar neutrino oscillations is at the bottom, and
in the inverted hierarchy (right side), the small mass splitting is at the top. The
question marks indicate that the mass of the lightest neutrino is unknown.

to two possible hierarchies of neutrino masses, normal (∆m2
13 > 0) and inverted

(∆m2
13 < 0). If the mass of the lightest neutrino is much greater than

�
|∆m2

13|,
the pattern of neutrino masses is said to be degenerate. The situation is illus-
trated in Fig. 1.3. If neutrinos are Majorana fermions, a measurement of the rate
of neutrinoless double beta decay of a nuclide, combined with results from single
beta decay experiments and cosmology, can determine the absolute neutrino mass
scale and hierarchy (see Chapter 2).
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Candidate isotopes 
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Half life sensitivity from experiment 
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CUORE 

•  Cryogenic Underground Observatory 
for Rare Events 

•  988 TeO2 crystals, 19 × 13 × 4; 741 
kg total; 204 kg 130Te 
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Moore’s Law for bolometers 
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Cuoricino – Little CUORE Cuoricino – little CUORE

• March 2003 to May 2008

• 44 ( 11 ×4 ) 5x5x5 cm3, 790 g TeO2,
natural I.A. of 34% of 130Te.

• 18 ( 2 ×9 ) 3x3x6 cm3, 330 g TeO2.
From MiDBD.

� Two enriched to 75% of 130Te (I.A.)
� Two enriched to 82% of 128Te (I.A.)

• Totally 40.7 kg of TeO2, including 11 kg
of 130Te.

• Total exposure 19.8 kg·y.
• Average energy resolution 8 keV at

Qββ = 2527 keV

Ke Han, Berkeley Lab 21 / 44Friday, November 11, 2011 9 



Large mass bolometer 
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Bolometer: measure the energy via 
temperature change 

€ 

ΔT =
E
C

€ 

τ ~ C
G

For CUORE TeO2 crystal 

•  5x5x5 cm3, 750g 

•  ΔT = 0.1 mK/MeV at 10 mK 

•      ~ 1 sec 

For CUORE thermistor 

•  NTD germanium 

•  R0 ~ 3-4 Ω, T0 ~ 1 K 

•  100 MΩ at base T 

•  ΔR ~ MΩ/MeV, ΔV ~ mV/MeV 

€ 

τ

€ 

R = R0e
T0 /T
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Versatile front end electronics 

Star denotes programmable 
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amplifier were then needed to adapt this.
The power supply of the electronic system was also designed

with very stringent noise requirements and high stability.

5.1. Front-end amplifying chain

In Fig. 5.1 is represented a simplified diagram of the ampli-
fying chain. The detector, represented by the impedance RB , is
situated inside the cryostat at about 10 mK. The front-end is at
room temperature. A twisted pair of wires connects the thermis-
tor to the preamplifier (PR) through the connection block (Con.
Block). The thermistor floats from the ground and is biased in
a differential way with the help of a pair of load resistors con-
nected to each of its legs. As a consequence, the electromag-
netic interferences are greatly attenuated. In this configuration
the cross-talk from nearby channels is avoided even though the
packaging of the CUORICINO detectors is very tight. To take
full advantage of the use of twisted wires, a differential read-
out was adopted. The preamplifier (PR) is voltage sensitive and
differential. It was designed with very stringent characteristics
[24]. It contains a pair of low noise Si JFET at input. Its closed
loop gain is 220 V/V. A very good linearity was obtained by
using a very large open loop gain circuit.

Bias
and

Load
Res.

Con.
Block

Fridge

RB SSPR
BF

DAQ

Vol.
Supply

(1)

Offset Adj.

Vol.
Supply

(2)

Trigger
Amp.

DAQ

Aux.
Sup.

Fig. 5.1. Schematic diagram of the analog amplification chain. Stars on the
blocks individuates the presence of remote programmability options.

A bolometer is a feed-back system. When a bias is applied,
the power dissipates in the thermistor RB generating a conse-
quent temperature increase that, in turn, modifies the thermistor
resistance, closing the loop. If a constant voltage, VB , biases the
thermistor, a small temperature variation determines a change
in power ∆P ≈ −V 2

B/R2
B (dRB/dT ) ∆T . Since dR/dT is

negative for an NTD semiconductor thermistor (see Sec. 3.2)
and ∆P is proportional to ∆T , ∆P rises if ∆T rises, establish-
ing a further increase of temperature, thus leading to an unsta-
ble condition. The reading of the detector signal with a current
or charge sensitive preamplifier only permits this critical bias
arrangement. On the contrary, when a constant current, IB , bi-
ases the thermistor we have that ∆P ≈ I2

B (dRB/dT ) ∆T . In
this case ∆P moves in an opposite direction with respect to
∆T , which allows to reach an equilibrium condition. The read-
ing made with a voltage sensitive preamplifier allows easily to

implement a current bias through very large load resistors. That
was the reason we chose the configuration of Fig. 5.1.

The bolometer signal bandwidth is lower than few Hz. To
fully exploit the information contained in the signals we used a
DC coupled preamplifier. This required an output offset correc-
tion and a very small thermal drift. The offset corrector (Offset
Adj. in Fig. 5.1) resolution is 15 bits. Due to the large number
of the array channels, the corrector system was remote pro-
grammable [25]. In fact, remote programmability is available
for many parts of the Electronic System. In Fig. 5.1 they are
all marked with a star. DC coupling is not only necessary for
signal analysis (see Sec. 7.1) but also for detector monitoring
(see Sec. 6). A correlation between the detector response and
small temperature fluctuations is possible via the baseline shift
analysis (Sec. 7.2), only if the drift of the amplifying chain is
negligible. To correct the drift of the order of (or less than)
200 nV/◦C, a special circuit was added in the CUORICINO
preamplifier [26].

One fundamental aspect is the noise. Due to the small band-
width of the detector signal, series and parallel noise must have
very small values. In CUORICINO amplifier the series noise
is about 5 nV/

√
Hz at 1 Hz and about 3 nV/

√
Hz at high fre-

quencies (white noise). We need to stress that in our case series
noise effects are much lower than those due to parallel noise
since the dynamic thermistor impedance has a large value (tens
of MΩ) while the static impedance is at hundreds of MΩ. The
gate current, IG, of each input JFET is around 50 fA and is
responsible for the preamplifier shot noise. The overall pream-
plifier parallel noise is 2q(2IG)/4, or 0.09 fA/

√
Hz, where the

factor 1/4 comes from the differential configuration of the bias
system and q is the charge of the electron [27]. Energy resolu-
tion of the detector is also affected by the parallel noise from
the load resistors. We used a pair of very large value resistors
(27 GΩ + 27 GΩ) at room temperature in order to limit the
effect. Their thermal noise was about 0.55 fA/

√
Hz, 6 times

greater than that of the input preamplifier. Resistors can show a
noticeable increase of noise at low frequency, when biased. We
have proved that low frequency noise in resistors is minimized
at small electric field: the longer is the resistor, the smaller is
its low frequency noise. Therefore, we succeeded in suppress-
ing resistors low frequency noise by adopting an appropriate
design [28].

The contribution of the amplifying chain on the energy res-
olution is difficult to estimate due to the large spread of the
energy conversion gain of the detectors. Anyway, in CUORI-
CINO it was found almost negligible (< 10%).

Another performance improvement can, at least in principle,
be obtained by inserting a cold stage between the thermistor
and the preamplifier (operated at room temperature). This has
been done with 12 of the 62 channels of CUORICINO [29].
A gain differential buffer stage unit, composed of a pair of Si
JFET’s, was used. The load resistors were also moved from
the room temperature to the temperature of the buffer stage.
The operating temperature was close to the optimum one for
the Si JFET’s (around 120 K) [30; 31]. The motivations of
introducing the cold stage were: a smaller parasitic capacitance
of the connecting link, reduced microphonic disturbances from
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DAQ 

•  High accuracy M series digitizer 
from National Instruments 

•  18 bit, 500kS/s 
•   Fiber-optic for electrical isolation 

from PXI crate to PC 

•  125 Hz sampling rate 
•  5s pulse window, 1s pre-trigger 
•  Continuous data also recorded for 

offline triggering 
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Reducing background: anti-coincidence cuts

• Anti-coincidence cut (100 ms) window
rejects ! from crystal surfaces.

• In the ROI, the reduction is about 20%.

• Does not work for ! from copper

• The array does self-shield some surfaces
from copper

Ke Han, Berkeley Lab 15 / 19

Analysis Queue 

1.  Pulse amplitude evaluation 
2.  Gain stabilization 
3.  Energy calibration 
4.  Global cuts 
5.  Pulse shape and anticoincidence cuts 
6.  Final 0νββ spectrum fit 
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Example: Gain stabilization via heater pulse 
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Signal efficiency 

shape of the signal is different from the expected one (such as in
the case of a non-physical or a pile-up event), they differ. Fig. 5
shows the scatter plot of OFT as a function of energy for a CUORI-
CINO detector (here only one data-set is reported). The main trend
reflects the change of the signal shape with energy, and has a min-
imum in the region where the average response was measured (1–
2 MeV). This variation in the pulse shape is caused by non-linear-
ities introduced by the thermistor. Outliers on this plot correspond
to misshapen events which will be discarded; the colored vertical
bars identify confidence regions evaluated automatically on this

distribution in order to obtain cuts which are independent of the
signal amplitude.

The anticoincidence cuts require that only one detector fires
within a time window of 100 ms.

5. Signal efficiency

The signal efficiency is the probability that a 0mbb event is de-
tected, its energy is reconstructed accurately, and that it passes
the data selection cuts. This parameter must be accurately deter-
mined, since it is used to obtain the number of 130Te 0mbb events.
The overall signal efficiency is: (82.8 ± 1.1)% for the CUORICINO big
crystals and (79.7 ± 1.4)% for the small and the 130Te-enriched
ones. These efficiencies were computed as discussed below.

There are two main sources of inefficiencies, one ‘‘physical’’ that
can be computed by simulations, and the other ‘‘instrumental’’ that
must be measured from the data. The mechanism of ‘‘physical’’
efficiency loss is the escape of a fraction of the 0mbb energy from
the source crystal. Mechanisms for the ‘‘instrumental’’ efficiency
loss are: the pulse-shape cut, the anti-coincidence cut and an
incorrect assignment of the energy of the signal (mainly due to
noise and pile-up). Their contributions to the total signal efficiency
are summarized in Table 2.

Physical efficiency: the 0mbb signature is a sharp peak centered
at the transition energy (Q-value) of the decay. The peak is pro-
duced by 0mbb decays fully contained within the source crystal.
The containment probability was evaluated using a Geant4-based
Monte Carlo simulation that takes into account all the possible en-
ergy escape mechanisms (i.e. electrons, X-rays or bremsstrahlung
photons escaping from the source crystals). Since the escape prob-
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Fig. 4. Distribution of the energy resolutions (FWHM) measured in calibration for
the three groups of crystals during the 33 data-sets belonging to RUN II. From top to
bottom: big crystals, small natural crystals and 130Te enriched crystals.

Table 2
Contributions to the CUORICINO 0mbb signal efficiency.

Source Signal efficiency (%)

Energy escape 87.4 ± 1.1 (big crystals)
84.2 ± 1.4 (small crystals)

Pulse-shape cuts 98.5 ± 0.3
Anti-coincidence cut 99.3 ± 0.1
Noise 99.1 ± 0.1
Pile-up with reference pulses 97.7
Total 82.8 ± 1.1 (big crystals)

79.7 ± 1.4 (small crystals)

Fig. 5. Typical scatter plot of the OFT (deviation of filtered raw signal from the
average detector response) as a function of the signal’s evaluated energy. The main
trend identifies ‘‘good’’ events. Pile-up and non-physical pulses are outside the
confidence regions (identified by the colored vertical bars). At low energy, there is a
high density distribution of events for OFT values between 10!2 and 10!1; these
events are due to electric disturbances.

826 E. Andreotti et al. / Astroparticle Physics 34 (2011) 822–831
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Figure 6.4: Example of a heater pulse from a noisy time interval in Fig. 6.3. Dis-
tortions superimposed on the normal pulse shape impede accurate measurements
of the pulse amplitude and the pre-pulse baseline level. Such deterioration of
pulses lowers the signal efficiency since it can cause the reconstructed energy of
0νββ decay events to fall outside of the expected peak location.
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Energy resolutions 
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Maintain (even improve) energy resolutions 
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variation from the standard configuration with 4 crystals, 2 dif-175

ferent efficiencies are calculated for each Monte Carlo simula-176

tion:177

• ε2ch

MC
: corresponding to the CCVR1 configuration with only178

2 active crystals;179

• ε4ch

MC
: corresponding to the standard CCVR configuration,180

with 4 active crystals;181

The average efficiency, weighed on the proper lifetime ∆t
i, is182

computed using the formula:183

εMC =
ε2ch

MC
∆t

2ch + ε4ch

MC
∆t

4ch

∆t2ch + ∆t4ch
(2)184

4. Results on background rates of CUORE crystals185

From the energy spectra of all CCVRs the background rates186

in various energy regions can be calculated. As a first step, each187

CCVR spectrum is corrected for the corresponding efficiency188

of the event-based cuts (from Table 3) and then the spectra are189

summed together. Four types of spectra are produced for all190

CCVRs:191

• Total Energy spectrum (TOT): it contains all the events192

that passed the general cuts and the PSA cuts.193

• Anti-coincidence Energy spectrum (M1): it contains the194

events that caused an energy deposition in one crystal only195

(anti-coincidence cut). For what concerns α particles, this196

corresponds to bulk events (that is decays were the emit-197

ted α particle is absorbed within the crystal itself) and to198

surface events, generated by decays occurring on the sur-199

face of an inert material that hint a facing crystal, or to200

α decays occurring on a crystal surface, whose escaping201

products are absorbed by inert materials.202

• Coincidence Energy spectrum (M2): it contains the203

events that caused an energy deposition in two crystals.204

For what concerns α particles, these events arise from α205

decays occurring on a crystal surface faced to another crys-206

tal.207

• Coincidence Sum Energy spectrum (M2sum): it con-208

tains the sum energy of multiplicity 2 events. For instance209

in the case of an α decay on the surface of a crystal, both210

the energy of the α particle E1 in the facing crystal and211

the corresponding nuclear recoil energy E2 in the original212

crystal are detected. In the spectrum M2sum the variable213

ETOT = E1 + E2 is plotted.214

Fig. 2 shows the sum spectra of all CCVRs.215

Six energy regions of interest are identified in the spectra and216

the corresponding count rates for each spectrum are calculated.217

Results for the global spectra are reported in Table 4 (errors are218

statistical only).219

The continuum region (2700, 3200) keV is of great interest220

since it is the region immediately above the Q-value of the neu-221

trinoless double beta decay of 130Te [7].222
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Figure 2: Energy spectra for the full CCVR statistics. Top: total, anti-
coincidence and coincidence spectra. Bottom: Sum energy spectrum of multi-
plicity 2 events.

Continuum 190Pt Continuum
(2700, 3200) (3200, 3400) (3400, 3900)

[keV] [keV] [keV]
M1 0.19±0.02 0.38±0.04 0.09±0.01

M1PoSub 0.13±0.02 0.34±0.04 0.06±0.01
M2 0.05±0.01 0.02±0.01 0.025±0.006

M2PoSub 0.02±0.01 0.01±0.01 0.008±0.008
U/Th 210Po U/Th

(4000, 5000) (5000, 6000) (6000, 8000)
[keV] [keV] [keV]

M1 0.19±0.01 - 0.057±0.004
M1PoSub 0.13±0.01 - 0.057±0.004

M2 0.04±0.01 - 0.014±0.002
M2PoSub 0.014±0.007 - 0.014±0.002

Table 4: Count rates measured in [counts/keV/kg/y]. Errors are statistical.

4

FWHM of the 5407 keV 210Po peak 
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Limit the external bkg: going underground 

•  CUORE will be operated at 
LNGS, Gran Sasso, Italy 

–  Average depth: 3650 m.w.e. 

–  Muon flux: 2.6 X 10-8 /s/cm2 

–  Horizontal access through 
highway 24 

–  Three experimental halls: 
CUORE/Cuoricino in Hall A 
and CUORE R&D in Hall C 
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Bkg (10-3 c/keV/kg/y) 

muon 2.1 

neutron 0.39 

gamma 0.06 



P. Gorla Taup - September 6 2011

A starting point: the CUORICINO background 

Bkg @ 0νDBD region = 0.161 +/- 0.006 c/keV/kg/y
(ainticoincidence spectrum, 5x5x5 cm3 crystals)

30 ± 10 % 232Th in cryostat (γ)

10 ± 5 %  TeO2 surface (α)

50 ± 20 %  Cu surface (α)

γ + γ 
60Co

Q0νββ
(2527keV)

In the 0νDBD region:

Flat background in the energy region above the 208Tl 
2615 keV line: contribution to the counting rate in the 
0νDBD region: ~ 60% . Origin:  degraded alpha particles.

12
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C.Arnaboldi et al. Phys. 
Rev C 78  (2008) 035502 

C.Arnaboldi et al. 
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-ex/0212053

Tuesday, September 6, 2011
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Cuoricino background 

Red: calibration; Black: background 
1 - e+e- annihilation; 2 - 214Bi; 3 – 40K; 4 - 208Tl; 5 - 60Co; 6 - 228Ac 

Background in the ROI: 

•  (40±10)%: from γ peak of 208Tl 

•  (50±20)%: α from copper 

•  (10±5)%: α from from surface 
contamination of crystals 

•  Total BG: 0.17±0.01 cts/ (keV kg y) 
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Cuoricino Results 
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19.75 kg y of 130Te, half life >2.8x1024 years at 90% C.L.  

Upper bound on the neutrino Majorana mass is 300–710 meV. 



2νββ of 130Te 

2!"" 

0!"" 
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•  Spectrum difference between 
enriched and depleted crystals 

•  Background non-uniformity 
caused difficulties in analysis 

Thesis work of Laura Kogler 



TTT: reducing copper surface contamination  
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•  TTT: Three tower test 
–  T1: Polyethylene wrapped 

–  T2: Chemical etching and cleaning 

–  T3: Plasma cleaning (CUORE baseline) 

•  Full scale bolometric test in Hall A 
Cuoricino cryostat 

•  Reduced alpha background in ROI by X2 

•  Best results (T1) is 0.052±0.008 c/kev/kg/y 
in the 2.7 to 3.9 MeV range 

•  T3 is comparable. Cuoricino is ~0.1c/kev/
kg/y in the same range 

•  Plasma cleaning method validated 



CUORE Background Budget (PRELIMINARY) 
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Source Background (c/kev/kg/yr) Technique 

External (µ+n+γ) < 2.0E-3 Measured flux + MC 

Cryostat/shields (γ) < 1.0E-3 Material selection + MC 

Cu frames (bulk) < 2.0E-3 HPGe + NAA + MC 

Cu frames (surface) < 2.5E-2 TTT + MC 

TeO2 (bulk) < 1.1E-4 CCVR 

TeO2 (surface) < 5.5E-3 CCVR + MC 

•  Conservative values 

•  Different depth profiles of surface contaminations compared and largest 
values quoted here 

•  Upper limits 

•  Attribute all events in the target region as solely from a certain source 



CUORE sensitivities 
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•  With its large mass and excellent energy resolution, CUORE is very competitive 
in the search for neutrinoless double beta decay.  

•  1σ sensitivity T1/2
0νββ = 1.6 x 1026 y; effective Majorana neutrino mass down to 

41-95 meV. 

•  Assuming a background rate of 10-2 counts/(keV kg y),  

•  5 years of live time 



Beyond CUORE: bigger crystals 
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Figure 1: Sketch map of the growth stages in Bridgman method.

in order to maximize the crystal weight while maintaining a
reasonable shape and quality standards. In particular, two of
the crystal corners were discarded, corresponding to roughly 2
cm3. Some inclusions are present close to one of the crystal
faces. The final crystal shows a slightly truncated-pyramidal
shape with a rectangular cross section. The dimensions of the
boundary sections are 54.7 × 59.6 mm2 and 54.0 × 58.2 mm2.
The length is 111.3 mm and its total weight is 2.133 kg.

3. Experimental details

The TeO2 crystal bolometer is secured by means of eight S-
shaped PTFE supports mounted on Cu columns (Fig. 2); this is
the simplest way to hold a crystal of non-standard shape. The
S-shape of the Teflon supports ensures that with the decrease of
the temperature the crystal is clasped tighter, due to the fact that
the thermal contraction of PTFE is larger than TeO2. The tem-
perature sensor is a 3x3x1 mm3 neutron transmutation doped
Germanium thermistor, identical to the ones used in the Cuori-
cino experiment. It is thermally coupled to the crystal via 9 glue
spots of ∼ 0.6 mm diameter and ∼50 µm height. In addition,
a ∼300 kΩ resistor made of a heavily doped meander on a 3.5
mm3 silicon chip, is attached to each crystal and acts as a heater
to stabilize the gain of the bolometer [14, 15]. The 50 µm gold
wires ball-bonded on thermistor and heater are crimped into
0.65 mm copper tubes (“male” pin) inserted into larger copper
tubes (“female” pin) glued (electrically insulated) on a copper
plate. Twisted constantan wires having a diameter 60 µm (not
shown in Fig. 2) are crimped in similar Cu tubes on the oppo-
site end of the female connectors and carry the electrical signal
up to the cryostat’s Mixing Chamber, where a custom wiring
brings the electrical signal up to the front-end electronics, lo-
cated just outside the cryostat.

The detector was operated deep underground in the Gran
Sasso National Laboratories in the CUORE R&D test cryostat.
The details of the the cryogenic facility and its electronics can
be found elsewhere [16, 17, 18, 19].

Heat pulses, produced by particle interactions in the TeO2
crystal are transduced into voltage pulses by the NTD thermis-
tor, and are then amplified and fed into a 16 bit NI 6225 USB

Heater

PTFE

PTFE

Male Pin

Thermistor

Cu!Coloumns

Female Pin

Figure 2: The detector setup. The crystal is held by means of eight S-shaped
PTFE supports mounted on Cu columns. The thermistors and the heater con-
tacts are realized through crimped Cu pipes glued on a Cu plate. The entire
setup is enclosed inside a Cu shield kept at base temperature.

ADC unit. The entire waveform (“raw pulse”) of each trig-
gered voltage pulse is sampled and acquired. The amplitude
and the shape of the voltage pulse is then determined by an off
line analysis which uses the Optimum Filter (O.F.) technique
[5, 20]. The signal amplitude is computed as the maximum of
the optimally filtered pulse, while the signal shape is evaluated
on the basis of several different parameters: the rise time (τrise)
and the decay time (τdecay) are evaluated from the raw pulse as
(t90%-t10%) and (t30%-t90%), respectively.

4. Detector Performaces

The detector was operated at a temperature of ≈ 10.5 mK.
The corresponding working resistance of the thermistor was 65
MΩ. The main characteristics of the detector are reported in
Tab. 1.

Table 1: Main parameters of the crystal bolometer. The second column repre-
sents the theoretical resolution given by the Optimum Filter. The last column
represents the absolute signal read out across the thermistor. The electronics
has a six-pole Bessel filtering stage at 12 Hz.

R FWHM (O.F.) Trise Tdecay Signal
[MΩ] [keV] [ms] [ms] [µV/MeV]

65 3.7 29 95 24

The most remarkable feature of this large bolometer is the
signal shape. In particular, the decay time shows two unex-
pected features: it abruptly decreases to ∼ 8% of the signal
height and then shows an extremely long decay constant. An
example of this behaviour is presented in Fig. 3, along with the

2

•  Large 2.1kg TeO2 crystal 

•  CUORE R&D cryostat 

•  Energy resolution: 7.8 keV at 2.6 
MeV gamma line 
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Figure 3: Average thermal pulse obtained for the 2.1 kg crystal under study
(light red). For comparison we also plot the average pulse obtained with 750 g
TeO2 crystal (dark blue) under similar conditions (temperature and resistance).
The signals are normalized to the rising edge. The inset shows that the 2.1 kg
crystal has a predominant fast decay and a second, very slow decay constant.
Also the rise time of the large crystal results ≈ 2 times faster with respect to the
smaller crystal.

average thermal pulse1 of a Cuoricino (750 g) TeO2 crystal for
comparison.

The mean signal decay time observed in the Cuoricino exper-
iment was of the order of ∼ 250 ms, while the mean rise time
was of the order of ∼80 ms. From a theoretical point of view
the decay time for a perfect crystal is given by τ=C/G, where C
represents the heat capacity of the crystal (∝ mass) and G is the
thermal link to the heat sink (dominated by the PTFE supports).
Given the fact that the PTFE supports used in Cuoricino were
identical in shape and number, one would have expected a de-
cay time of the order of ≈700 ms instead of 95 ms. In fact this
behaviour is observed in crystal absorbers in which the crystal
structure exhibits some defects. In the specific case of TeO2
crystals, this behaviour was observed in the enriched ones (op-
erated in Cuoricino) which, being the only “imperfect” TeO2
tested up to now, show a pulse shape very similar to the one
observed in our large crystal under study.

The second characteristic that is normally associated with
non perfect crystal lattices (often resulting also in poly-
crystalline structures) is a reduction in the absolute signal
height. The observed value of 24 µV/MeV is rather small when
compared with the mean value of ∼150 µV/MeV observed in
Cuoricino at a similar working resistance (i.e. temperature)
[22]. We believe that this unusual thermal response can be
definitely ascribed to the imperfections present in the crystal,
as described in Sec. 2. These imperfections normally imply a
degradation in the energy resolution of the device as well. This
can be qualitatively described in terms of position effects due to
localized imperfections in which the interacting particle could
thermalize slightly differently. As example, in Cuoricino the
mean FWHM energy resolution of the enriched crystals (eval-
uated at 2615 keV) was ≈ 15 keV, while the resolution of the

1The average thermal pulse, i.e. the shape of a pulse in absence of noise, is
computed from a proper average of a large number of raw pulses.
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Figure 4: The 2.1 kg crystal’s calibration spectrum. The most prominent
low-energy lines are due to internal contaminations of 121mTe, 123mTe, 125mTe,
127mTe and 129mTe, activated during the shipment by airplane. Due to the high
counting rate a weak 232Th source was used, in order to avoid pile-up. The
corresponding 208Tl 2615 keV γ-line is highlighted. The 1461 keV line is due
to 40K environmental contamination.

same-sized (3×3×6 cm3) natural crystal was ≈ 9 keV [4].
In Fig. 4 we present the calibration spectrum obtained with

the 2.1 kg crystal. All the observed low-energy lines are due
to internal contaminations of metastable Te isotopes activated
through fast neutron interactions which occurred during ship-
ping (15 hours via airplane, from Shanghai to Rome). The most
intense low-energy lines are 88 keV (127mTe), 105 keV (129mTe),
145 keV (125mTe), 247 keV (123mTe) and 294 keV (121mTe). The
line at 1064 keV is due, instead, to the presence of another
sample, namely a 5×5×5 cm3 BGO crystal, located a few cm
away in the same setup. 207Bi is a typical BGO contamina-
tion that shows a particular γ emission at 1064 keV. Finally,
the 1461 keV line is due to environmental 40K contamination,
while the 2615 keV line arises from the external 232Th source.
The FWHM energy resolutions evaluated on the most intense
lines are presented in Tab. 2.

Table 2: FWHM energy resolutions (in keV) evaluated from the calibration
spectrum of Fig. 2. †The resolution is evaluated on the right (Gaussian) tail of
the peak (see Fig. 5).

145 keV 571 keV 1461 keV 2615 keV 5407 keV
3.9 ±.3 4.7 ±.4 6.6 ±.3 7.8 ±.7 7.8 ±.2 †

All the TeO2 crystals produced so far show a contamina-
tion in 210Po. This contamination does not represent a serious
problem for DBD searches since it has a “relatively short” de-
cay time (T1/2=138 days) and is an almost pure α-decay. Fur-
thermore, it seems that 210Po is normally homogeneously dis-
tributed in the bulk so that in fact it represents a natural calibra-
tion and stabilization line. In this case, however, we observed a
rather high contamination, of the order of 0.026 Bq. The total
acquisition rate of the detector during measurement was 0.13

3

Benefit of efficiency and background 
reduction, but not much. 

L. Cardani et al, 
http://arxiv.org/abs/1106.0568 



Beyond CUORE: Surface sensitive bolometers 

•  Reject the surface background with coincidence events in additional 
thin absorbers 

•  Utilize both pulse amplitude and pulse shape for particle origin ID. 
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Figure 5: Schematic of the three SSB prototypes. Each detector consists of one main absorber and two active shields.

The active shields are made of Ge, Si and TeO2 respectively.

Figure 6: Photograph of a surface sensitive bolometer made of TeO2 and Si active shields. The light grey rectangular box

is the main absorber (20×20× 5 mm), held by four PTFE supports 5 mm wide. One of the two Si shields is visible (the

other one is on the opposite face of the TeO2 crystal). The Si shield is glued at the 20×20 mm face of the main absorber

and appears as a square reflective thin layer with a 15×15 mm surface area.

12

L. Foggetta, http://arxiv.org/abs/1103.1695 



Beyond CUORE: Scintillating bolometers 

•  Phonon + Photon 
•  Great PID capability 
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2615 keV 208Tl γ 

44 days background 

S. Pirro 
NuMass 2010 

10-4 c/keV/kg/y in ROI 
from simulation 

CdWO4 3x3x6 cm3 



CUORE Status and Schedule 



Bolometer components 
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Dates 

Delivered 744 crystals 

Expected 321 crystals 

US 63 Crystals 

Italian 562 Crystals 

US 440 Crystals 

Totally: 1065 crystals 

N
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•  NTD’s: 1250 total; 300 shipped. 
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As of July 2011 

•  Teflon and Copper frames: 
•  Cleaning underway, time 

consuming and labor intensive 



CUORE cryostat CUORE engineering – Cryostat

• 10 mK baseline temperature
� 750 kg of crystal
� ∼20 tons at various T

• Low background
� Customized cryostat built with

radio-pure materials
� Roman lead from ancient

shipwreck, <4mBq/kg 210Pb

• Vibrations
� Separated suspension for the

crystal towers and DR.

• Minimal maintenance and dead
time

� Cryogen free DR

300K 

40K 

4K 

600mK 

50mK 

10mK 

Suspension 

Dilution 
Unit 

Pulse 
Tubes 

Roman 
Lead 

~6 tons 

CUORE 

Ke Han, Berkeley Lab 30 / 44
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Cryostat pictures 
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5.3 mK in test setup at Leiden 



Detector Calibration System 

•  12 gamma source wires 
–  232Th: thoriated tungsten wire 

–  56Co: proton activated Fe wire 

•  Minimize down time but rate at each 
crystal not exceeding 150 mHz 

•  Stringent heat load requirement 
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DCS pictures 
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Assembly: Cuoricino & TTT 
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 Handling and crimping 50um wire after bonding 



Lessons learned 

•  TTT channel map (gray: lost channels) 
•  Old fashioned cabling is very error prone 
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•  Very channel specific 
pulse height and pulse 
shape 

•  Challenges for FEE 
and analysis  



CUORE-0 

•  “First tower of CUORE”.  
• Will be assembled with the same 

procedures foreseen for CUORE 
• Will be operated in the old Cuoricino 

dilution refrigerator.  

Motives: 
• Testing assembling procedures 
• Testing the background reduction facilities 

(nitrogen boxes, storage areas) 

• Assembly started, data taking by the end of 
the year. 
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Robotic gluing 
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Glue dots 
•  Uniformly sized 
•  Repeatable 
•  Controllable  



Assembly Line 
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Assembly Line 
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Assembly Line 
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Schedule 

•  2008:  
–  Hut construction  
–  Crystal production 

•  2009–2010:  
–  Crystal production  
–  Engineering/design/fabrication  

•   2011:  
–  Crystal ant NTD production  
–  Clean room commissioning 
–  CUORE-0 

•  2012–2013: 
–  Crystal ant NTD production 
–  Detector assembly  
–  Cryogenics  
–  Electronics & DAQ 

•  2014:  
–  Data taking! 
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Conclusion 

•  CUORE, with 206 kg of 130Te and 5 keV energy resolution, is able to 
reach the effective Majorana mass down to 41-95 meV and explore the 
inverted mass hierarchy of neutrino mixing. 

•  It is not an easy task at all to assemble ~1000 bolometers (~10 k pieces), 
especially under clean environment. CUORE-0 as a technical prototype, 
will test out our assembly line. 

•  CUORE-0 assembly started with very positive progress. Data taking 
starts by the end of the year. 

•  CUORE starts data taking in 2014. 

•  We are also exploring the possibility of combining bolometry with other 
detection channels to extend beyond CUORE. 
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